THE FINAL PROJECT (rev 10-23-15)

PERFORMANCE DATE: Nov 18, 2015

- 6 PM – 8 PM (section 003, 1 PM class)
- 8 PM – 10 PM (section 000, 2:30 PM class)

IMPORTANT DATES:

- Oct 23, Noon - Assignment #6.a: Plot Idea (due 10-23-14) of your idea for a plot idea for the Final Project & submitted by EACH person
- Oct 27 – Each group meets during class and decides on a Final Plot.
- Oct 29, Midnight - ONE person submits the plot to Randy using: DETAILS OF PLOT FOR FINAL PROJECT (due 10-29-15). No minimum word requirement
- Oct 30, Noon - Assignment #6.b: Character Description (due 10-30-15) of only YOUR character from the plot idea approved by your group! (Each person submits this assignment.)
- Nov 9, Midnight - FINAL FINISHED SCRIPT (no minimum word requirement) – submitted by ONE person!
- Nov 15, 16, & 17, 7 – 9 PM - The classroom is reserved for OPTIONAL rehearsal time.
- Nov 18, 6 – 8 PM & 8 – 10 PM – PERFORMANCE of Final Project – the entire class must stay to watch all of the performances in your class (no excuses!)
- Dec 1, Noon - Assignment #6.c: Written Evaluation (due 12-01-15) of your group’s project – submitted by each person

PROJECT DETAILS:

LENGTH – 18 minutes long (There is no minimum word requirement & generally runs in the 2000 – 3000 word length.) Randy will be timing each performance!

NUMBER OF SCENES - this varies depending on the nature of the play. (e.g. monologues, dialogues, etc but it must tell a complete story!)

PLAYWRIGHT – EACH PERSON MUST WRITE A PORTION OF THE PLAY. This varies depending on the nature of the play.

ACTING AREA – use the entire room as necessary. The audience will move about the room as necessary during the performance. Use the available furniture & lighting in the classroom to designate different scenes or locations. Bring in the necessary sound effects equipment (laptop, recorders, monitors, etc.)

REHEARSALS will occur during normal class & Lab times. The room is also available 7-9 PM on Nov 15, 16 & 17, so plan accordingly.